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On the Binding of Congo Red to Amyloid Fibrils 
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Abstract: Amyloids are characterized by their capacity to bind 
Congo Red (CR), one of the most used amyloid specific dyes. The 
structural features of CR binding have been unknown for years, 
mainly because of the lack of amyloid structures solved at high 
resolution. In the last few years, solid state NMR has allowed to 
decipher the structural features of amyloids, such as the HET-s prion 
forming domain (HET-s PFD), which also has recently been used to 
assay the amyloid–CR interface at atomic resolution. Here, we 
combine spectroscopic data with molecular docking, molecular 
dynamics, and excitonic quantum/molecular mechanics calculations 
to examine and rationalize CR binding to amyloids. In contrast to a 
previous assumption on the binding mode, our results suggest that 
CR binding to the HET-s PFD involves a cooperative process 
entailing the formation of a complex with 1:1 stoichiometry. This 
provides a molecular basis to explain the bathochromic shift in the 
maximal absorbance wavelength when CR is bound to amyloids. 

Amyloids are fibrillary protein polymers displaying a cross 
β-structure in which individual β-strands run perpendicular to the 
fibril axis,[1]. Amyloid fibrils are thermodynamically more stable 
than the native, non-aggregated proteins. The formation of 
amyloids occurs in many branches of life as amyloid aggregation 
has been described from mammals to fungi and bacteria, and 
can be either a pathological or a functional process,[2]. In 
humans, amyloid aggregation is related to up to thirty-six 
degenerative protein misfolding disorders, including non-
neurologic and neurologic illnesses, such as type 2 diabetes or 
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases.[1a, 3] 

Amyloids are generally examined by exploiting their ability 
to bind Congo Red (CR), one of the most widely used amyloid 
specific dyes.[4] CR (3,3’-([1,1’-biphenyl]-4,4’-diyl)bis(4-
aminonaphthalene-1-sulfonic acid; Figure 1) is a long and flat 

azo dye, formed by an apolar region, which is defined by the 
central biphenyl group linked through diazo units to flanking 
naphthalene rings, and a polar region, which contains an amino 
group and a negatively charged sulphate group bound to each 
naphthalene ring. Several binding modes were proposed for the 
interaction of CR with amyloids,[5] but the fine structural details 
remained elusive due to the lack of high-resolution amyloid 
structures. In the last few years, solid state NMR (ssNMR) has 
allowed to determine amyloid structures at atomic resolution,[6] 
as exemplified by the case of the HET-s prion forming domain 
(HET-s PFD). Beyond the role in cell death activation,[7] HET-s is 
a well-studied system to elucidate the action of prions and 
amyloid formation.[8] Indeed, HET-s PFD was one of the first 
completed amyloid structures.[9] This structure has been used by 
Schütz and co-workers to describe the amyloid–CR interface at 
atomic resolution.[10] In particular, the analysis of chemical-shift 
perturbations triggered upon CR binding in two-dimensional 13C–
13C correlation spectra of stained and unstained [13C,15N]-
labelled fibrils associated to polarization-transfer experiments 
revealed the protein surface that interacts with CR molecules.[10] 
Strong polarization transfer was observed from CR to residues 
S227, A228, K229, S263 and E265, which are clustered in the 
vicinity of the two-residue arc connecting b-sheets b1a/b1b and 
b3a/b3a in HET-s PFD.[9,10] The results led to a structural model 
where CR molecules are aligned with their long axis parallel to 
the fibril axis. The proposed binding mode would be compatible 
with a 3:1 stoichiometry, wherein three HET-s PFD monomers in 
a left-handed b-solenoid, with each molecule forming two helical 
windings, would be necessary to bind a CR molecule. 

 

Figure 1. Structure of Congo red (CR). 

On the basis of this structural model, we carried out a 
detailed spectroscopic analysis to gain insight into the general 
mechanism of CR binding to the HET-s PFD. As shown in 
Figure 2 (see also Supporting Information Figures S1-S3), a 
typical binding assay (see Experimental Section) was performed 
to determine the spectra of free and bound CR, and the binding 
constant (Kd) and maximal binding (Bmax), thus defining the 
stoichiometry of the complex (n). Maximal absorption 
wavelengths of 490 and 521 nm were obtained for the free and 
bound CR, respectively, revealing a shift of 31 nm between the 
wavelength of both maxima upon CR binding. The differential 
spectrum shows the typical maximum at 541 nm indicative of CR 
binding to amyloid structures (Figure 2). Values of 21.64±1.40 
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µM, 10.38±0.38 µM and 1.43±0.06 were determined for Kd, Bmax 
and Hill coefficient (h), respectively, at 10 µM of HET-s PFD. 
Furthermore, the data showed a stoichiometry of n=1 (CR–HETs 
PFD), which differs from the expected value (n=3).[8] In addition, 
the Hill coefficient suggested a cooperative binding, which 
cannot be explained by the structural model proposed by Schütz 
et al., where CR molecules are aligned along the fibril groove 
axis.[8] Since more than one CR molecule could be cooperatively 
fixed at the HET-s PFD structure, we performed an exhaustive 
sampling of alternative binding modes by combining docking and 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with excitonic quantum/ 
molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations with the aim to 
rationalize the experimental data determined for the CR binding 
to HETs PFD. These studies led to an alternative binding mode 
in the fibril groove, but entailing a stoichiometry of n=1, in 
agreement with spectroscopic data (Supporting Information 
Figure S4). In the same direction, it has been recently shown 
that non-covalent, electrostatic interactions induce positive 
cooperative binding of small molecules to Alzheimer’s and 
Parkinson’s disease-related amyloids. [11]   

 

Figure 2. Spectral changes on the CR Binding to HET-s PFD fibrils. a) Visible 
absorption spectra of increasing concentration of CR in the presence of 10 µM 

HET-s PFD fibrils. b) Differential spectra of the CR–HET-s PFD complex and 
free CR. c) CR–HET-s PFD binding saturation curve. 

The structural model proposed for the 1:1 stoichiometric 
binding of CR to HET-s is shown in Figure 3. This binding mode 
was stable in three independent MD simulations (see Supporting 
Information Figures S5-S8). The binding mode involves the 
electrostatic interaction of one of the sulphate groups with the 
protonated amino of K229 in monomer i, and the other sulphate 
with the guanidinium group of R225 in monomer i+2 (average 
distances of 2.80±1.68 and 3.85±1.17 Å, respectively, as 
determined from the analysis of three independent MD replicas, 
although a skewed distribution of distances was found). These 
interactions are enabled through a regular arrangement where 
the long axis of CR deviates around 20o from the axis of the fibril 
groove. In turn, this favours the formation of p-stacking 
interactions between the aromatic moieties of naphthalene and 
biphenyl rings of neighbouring CR molecules (average distance 
of 4.04±0.39 Å between the centre-of-mass of naphthalene and 
biphenyl rings of CR molecules k and k+1, respectively; Figure 
S8). Additionally, the amino moieties can establish hydrogen 
bonds alternatively with the side-chains of S227 and S263 in 
monomer i. Noteworthy, this structural model agrees with the 
strong polarization-transfer peaks experimentally observed 
between CR and residues S227, A228, K229, S263 and E265,

[10] 
as noted by the distances between the CR hydrogen atoms and 
the carbon atoms of the protein residues (Supporting Information 
Figure S9 and Table S2). On the other hand, the parallel 
arrangement of the stacked CR molecules also favours the 
adoption of a more planar structure, as the population of planar 
conformations (0 ± 15 degrees) around the dihedral angle of the 
biphenyl moiety increases from 12% in water solution to 39% in 
the CR-bound fibril model according to the sampling obtained 
from MD simulations. 

 

 

Figure 3. (A) Representation of the proposed 1:1 stoichiometric binding of CR 
to HET-s PFD fibrils. Six stacked CR molecules (orange sticks) bind to the arc 
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connecting b-sheets b1a/b1b and b3a/b3a in HET-s PFD shown as blue 
surface. (B) Interactions of CR molecules with K229 and R226 of two 
consecutive monomer units. Two CR molecules and two monomers are shown 
in grey at each end of the fibril to highlight the continuity of this binding mode 
along the length of the fibril.  

To confirm this binding mode, we determined the theoretical 
spectrum of CR in its monomeric and aggregated (trimer and 
hexamer) species in solution and HET-s bound states, 
respectively, by performing excitonic QM/MM calculations over 
structures sampled along the MD trajectories. Excitonic effects 
were accounted for in the simulation of the spectra by computing 
the electronic couplings among CR monomers in the bound 
state. As shown in Figure 4 (see also Supporting Information 
Figures S10-S12), the spectral reconstruction supports the 
hypothesis that CR binds to HET-s PFD following a cooperative 
mechanism. Importantly, the bathochromic shift of bound CR 
(~12 nm) could only be explained by several CR monomers co-
ordinately fixed to HET-s PFD fibrils, enabling also to dissect the 
contribution of distinct effects to the induction of the red shift 
(Supporting Information Figure S12). First, the (uncoupled) 
electronic transition energies of the six CR molecules are shifted 
when bound to the fibrils due to the constrained conformation of 
the stacked CRs (+22 nm) and the establishment of dye-protein 
(-11 nm) and dye-dye (+3 nm) interactions. Interestingly, the 
larger contribution of the conformational restraint relative to the 
dye-protein interactions may explain why a similar CR spectrum 
is observed upon binding to different amyloids.  

 

Figure 4. Experimental and theoretical TD-DFT absorption spectra of CR in 
water and bound to HET-s PFD fibrils. 

 A further shift, however, can arise from the strong excitonic 
coupling among CR molecules, estimated to be around ~110 
cm-1 for nearest-neighbour interactions (see Supporting 
Information Tables S3-S4). Our analysis, however, points to a 
minor impact of excitonic effects on the shift (-2 nm), thus 
indicating that the CR molecules do not behave as a J-
aggregate, a term used to describe the observation of excitonic 
bathochromic shifts due to the aggregation of dyes.[10] This 

behaviour occurs when excitonic coupling delocalizes the 
excited states along several molecules leading to a redistribution 
of the oscillator strength to the red edge. In our simulations, 
however, the net redistribution of oscillator strength does not 
lead to an overall shift of the spectrum (Supporting Information 
Figure S13). Finally, we note that the theoretical spectrum does 
not include vibronic effects, which could explain the shoulder at 
~540 nm observed experimentally but absent in our simulations, 
as we assume a Gaussian line-shape. Such effects could also 
be partially responsible for the underestimation of the 
bathochromic shift, as the position of the maximum depends on 
the shape of the band. 
 In contrast with the results obtained for the 1:1 structural 
model, the binding mode corresponding to a 3:1 stoichiometry 
showed a larger structural destabilization, as noted in larger 
fluctuations of the RMSD profiles for the CR molecules, and 
larger distances from the sulphate groups to K229 residues 
(Supporting Information Figure S9-S11). Furthermore, QM/MM 
calculations predicted that this binding model leads to a 
negligible shift on the spectra compared to our simulation in 
water (Figure 4). 
 Overall, data presented here provides a novel view about 
the binding mechanism that underlies the labelling of HET-S 
PFD fibrils by CR. The results suggest that CR bound to amyloid 
fibrils is oriented with the long axis oblique to the fibril, 
characterized by an angular deviation close to 20o, which 
permits the mutual interaction between the aromatic moieties of 
vicinal CR molecules. This arrangement provides a molecular 
basis to justify the cooperative association of CR molecules 
along the fibril axis in the fibrillar microenvironment, and the 
constrained conformational flexibility can be interpreted as the 
main contribution to the bathochromic shift of the maximal 
absorbance wavelength when CR is bound to amyloids, a 
criteria broadly accepted in studies of amyloidogenic 
aggregation processes. Finally, since CR binds to most amyloids 
displaying a bathochromic shift, birefringence under polarized 
light, dichroism and fluorescence,[4c, 12] present results permit to 
envisage that such cooperative binding mechanism may be 
involved in the binding of CR to amyloid fibrils. 
 

Experimental Section 

CR and other reagents were obtained from Sigma. CR was solubilized in 
miliQ water (Millipore) at 10 mM. HET-s PFD protein expressed as a C-
terminal histidine-tagged construct in Escherichia coli was purified under 
denaturing conditions by affinity chromatography. Buffer was exchanged 
for 175 mM acetic acid. pH 7 bundles fibrils were formed in 1:1 mixture of 
175 mM acetic acid and 1 M Tris·HCl pH 8 at 37ºC and 1400 rpm for 24h 
using a Thermomixer (Eppendorf) and a protein concentration of 100 µM. 

The binding of CR to HET-s PFD fibrils was tracked by recording 
the absorbance spectra from 375 to 675 nm. To detect the typical 
amyloid band at 541 nm, differential CR spectra in the presence and 
absence of protein were used. Spectra were fitted to four overlapping 
Gaussian curves. The amplitude, centre, full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) and area of each Gaussian function were calculated. HET-s 
PFD–CR binding was analysed using a saturation binding equation: 𝒀 =
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𝑩𝒎𝒂𝒙 · 𝒙𝒉 𝑲𝒅 + 𝒙𝒉 . This expression describes the binding of a ligand to 
a receptor that follows the law-of-mass action. 𝑩𝒎𝒂𝒙  is the maximal 
binding, 𝒙  is the CR concentration, 𝑲𝒅  is the concentration of ligand 
required to reach half-maximal binding and 𝒉 is the Hill coefficient. 
 Docking calculations were performed using rDOCK software[13] on 
two protein models of the HETs amyloid: the ssNMR structure obtained 
by Wasmer et al.[9] (PDB id 2RNM; note that the protein fold is very 
similar to the ssNMR structure with PDB code 2KJ3)[14] and the protein 
model used by Schultz et al.[10a] (PDB id 2LBU). The stability and 
properties of the two proposed binding modes (representative of 3:1 and 
1:1 stoichiometries) were studied by means of MD simulations. A fully 
atomistic description of a decamer of HET-s PDF, the CR molecules and 
the solvent was used (See Supporting Information for details). Three 
50ns-long independent trajectories for each studied system, and a 
negative control of a single molecule of CR in water (100 ns; used for 
excitonic QM/MM computations) were obtained using the pmemd module 
of the AMBER14 package.[15] 

The absorption properties of bound and free CR were calculated 
through polarizable quantum/molecular mechanics (QM/MMPol) excited 
state calculations.[16]  Excited-states were described either using Zerner’s 
intermediate neglect of differential overlap (ZINDO) semi-empirical 
method[17] and time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) based 
on the long-range corrected CAM-B3LYP functional[18] and the 6-31G(d) 
basis set, whereas the environment (protein, water and other CR 
molecules) was described using the Amber ff12pol AL force field.[19] In 
order to dissect the origin of the solvatochromic shifts, we also performed 
calculations on the CRs as found in the 1:1 bound structure including 
only the water or the water+CR environment. In these calculations, the 
water solvent was described using a continuum model through the three-
layer QM/MMPol/ddCOSMO implementation, based on the recently 
developed linear-scaling domain decomposition algorithm for COSMO.[20] 
Exciton couplings between CR molecules were computed considering 
both Coulomb and environment screening terms from the transition 
densities obtained in the QM/MMPol calculations.[5] All QM/MMPol 
calculations were performed using a locally modified version of 
Gaussian09.[21] Absorption spectra were modelled assuming a Gaussian 
line-shape with FWHM of 0.5 eV from the QM/MMpol data (transition 
energies and couplings) averaged along 100 structures extracted from 
the MD trajectories. Excitonic effects were taken into account by 
diagonalizing the excitonic Hamiltonian built from the CR energies 
(diagonal elements) and their electronic couplings (off-diagonal 
elements). The impact of static disorder was explored by averaging 
homogeneous spectra over a random Gaussian distribution of the site 
energies of CR molecules. Several tests, however, indicated that 
disorder does not affect the absorption wavelength predicted for the 
exciton bands, although it impacts somewhat their relative intensities. 
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